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ABSTRACT

Knowledge graphs (KGs) are being used in many real-world ap-

plication domains, ranging from search engines to biomedical

data analysis. Even if there is a large corpus of KGs available,

they are inherently incomplete due to the incompleteness of the

sources based on which they were constructed. Knowledge graph

embeddings (KGEs) is a very popular technique to complete KGs.

However, they are only capable of answering true or false to a

given fact. Thus, users need to provide a concrete query or some

test data. Unfortunately, such queries or data are not always

available. There are cases where users want to discover all (or as

many as possible) missing facts from an input KG. Given a KGE

model, users should thus provide to the KGE model candidate

facts consisting of the complement of the KG. This is infeasible

even for small graphs simply due to the size of the complement

graph. In this paper, we define the problem of discovering miss-

ing facts from a given KGE model and refer to it as fact discovery.
We study sampling methods to get candidate facts and then using

KGEs to retrieve the most plausible ones. We extensively evaluate

different existing sampling methods and provide guidelines on

when each one of them is most suitable. We also discuss the chal-

lenges and limitations that we encountered when investigating

the different techniques. With these insights, we expect to shed

light and attract more researchers on this unexplored direction.

1 INTRODUCTION

Knowledge graphs (KGs) are an already established tool for many

real-world applications, such as question answering, web search,

and fact-checking. In addition, they are increasingly being used in

domain-specific fields, such as bioinformatics and healthcare for

precision medicine analysis and drug discovery among others [3,

10, 15, 26]. A knowledge graph consists of a set of facts (a.k.a.

true triples) in the form of (𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑜), where 𝑠 and 𝑜 are nodes in the

graph and represent entities, while 𝑟 is a labeled directed edge

from 𝑠 to 𝑜 and denotes the relation between these entities.

Despite the large scale of available KGs (e.g., Wikidata, DBpe-

dia, NELL), most of them are inherently incomplete, i.e., there

are a lot of missing facts. This leads to loss of information and

sub-optimal results in the aforementioned applications. A very

popular and successful way to tackle this problem is using knowl-

edge graph embeddings (KGEs). A KGE is a latent representation

of entities and relations in a low dimensional continuous space

which can be used for checking the plausibility of triples. In other

words, KGEs are models trained on a given KG (training data).

These models can be used to predict whether a triple is true

or false. Similar to other machine learning models, once a KGE
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model is built, the only way it can be used is by providing it with

some kind of inference or test data, i.e., a set of candidate facts in

the case of KGs. In the literature, when evaluating KGE models,

a given KG is split into training and test data, and the test data is

used to evaluate the accuracy of the model by asking it to reply

true or false (triple classification). In other cases, test data are

formed into specific queries, i.e., triples where one of the entities

is unknown, and are given to the evaluation process. The process

first imputes the unknown entity with all entities that exist in the

input KG and ranks the triples based on their plausibility. The

plausibility of a triple being true is provided by the KGE model.

This task is commonly referred to as link prediction.
However, there are cases where test data or specific queries

are not readily available, a common situation in real-world ap-

plications such as biomedical research [25] where new facts in a

KG need to be discovered. In such cases, a biomedical scientist

using KGEs to discover relations between drugs, diseases, and

proteins might not have specific queries to input into the model.

While the scientist could employ link prediction to identify the

disease that a specific drug targets, they may also want to un-

cover entirely new relationships or properties within the already

defined entities of the graph. Fact discovery, i.e., finding triples
that are true in a KG without any input, can be especially advan-

tageous in such scenarios where the primary goal is to explore

undiscovered connections, a common objective in fields such as

biomedical research. Starting without predefined queries allows

for a broader exploration of potential connections, facilitating

exploratory analysis and serendipitous discoveries, aligning with

the nature of scientific inquiry where investigations often pursue

knowledge expansion rather than hypothesis confirmation. Thus,

it becomes crucial for a biomedical scientist to use an existing KG

and enable the KGE model to autonomously infer missing facts,

which could lead to groundbreaking insights and innovations.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of fact discovery rather

than link prediction. Our approach leverages the inherent struc-

ture and properties of the KGs to infer missing information, even

in the absence of explicit queries. A naive way to achieve this is to

follow an exhaustive approach: compose all non-existing triples,

i.e., the complement of the KG, as candidate facts (generation
phase) and pass them to the KGE model (inference phase). In the

case of a very large KG, just constructing the complement of the

graph can be extremely expensive, especially because the graph

is directed and heterogeneous, i.e., different types of edges exist.

For instance, assume a KG G with E the set of entities, R the

set of relations, and |G| the total number of triples in G. Then,
the complement graph G′ contains |E |2 × |R| − |G| edges. For a
moderate size KG, such as YAGO3-10 [20] with approximately

120𝐾 entities and 37 relations, this number grows to 533 × 109
edges. Thus, enumerating all non-existing triples can take a sig-

nificant amount of time depending on the size of the graph. To

add to this, the invocation of the KGE model should happen for
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each edge in G′. Given that each call to a KGE model typically

requires more than a couple of seconds [34], the inference phase

for the YAGO3-10 would require thousands of years!

The problem of fact discovery from KGEs has been largely

ignored in the literature. The only work that touches upon this

matter is [6]. However, the authors in [6] assume an exhaustive

candidate generation process followed by a filtering step. This

may reduce the cost of the inference step but cannot scale the

generation phase, especially for large KGs. The only available

solution is AmpliGraph
1
, an open-source KGE library which

provides fact discovery strategies that leverage different sampling

algorithms for the generation phase. However, it is not clear

when each sampling method should be used as there has been

no comprehensive study on their performance, benefits, and

drawbacks.

In this paper, we present an extensive experimental evaluation

of existing sampling methods for fact discovery from KGEs. From

our analysis, we found that sampling methods based on entity

frequency or popularity yielded better results. Similarly, we were

able to discover more facts in KGs that were relatively dense.

Leveraging our insights, we also shed light on challenges and

open problems that remain to be solved, such as discovering facts

for long-tail entities.

2 PRELIMINARIES & PROBLEM DEFINITION

Let E = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, . . . , 𝑒𝑁 } be the set of entities andR = {𝑟1, 𝑟2, . . . , 𝑟𝐾 }
be the set of all relation types of a knowledge graph. A triple is of

the form (𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑜), where 𝑠 ∈ E is the subject, 𝑜 ∈ E is the object

and 𝑟 ∈ R is the relation between them. Let T = E×R×E be the

set of all possible triples. A knowledge graph G ⊆ T is a subset

of all possible triples with 𝑁 = |E | ≥ 2 entities, 𝐾 = |R | ≥ 1

relations, and𝑀 = |G| triples.

2.1 Knowledge Graph Completion

Given a KG G, the problem of knowledge graph completion or

missing link prediction has been defined as finding the probability

of any triple 𝑡 ∈ T to belong in G. By setting a threshold on the

probability, one can determine whether a triple is true or not and

label it by {−1, 1}.
KGE models learn an embedding of all entities and relations

in the graph in a low-dimensional space. These models predict

the existence of a triple 𝑡 = (𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑜) via a scoring function 𝑓 (𝑡 ;Θ)
which represents the model’s confidence that 𝑡 exists given the

model parameters Θ. Θ consists of the learned latent represen-

tations of the entities 𝑠 , 𝑜 and relation 𝑟 of 𝑡 . We denote these

representations as s ∈ R𝑙 , o ∈ R𝑙 , and r ∈ R𝑙 , respectively, where
𝑙 ∈ N is the embedding size of the model. KGEs aim to represent

the semantics of each entity and relation using its latent repre-

sentation and to use this representation to correctly predict the

scores of triples. Below, we outline the scoring functions of five

popular embedding models that we consider in this paper.

RESCAL. RESCAL [28] is a bilinear factorization-based model

that associates each entity with a vector and each relation with

a matrix to capture its latent semantics. Its scoring function is:

𝑓 𝑅𝐸𝑆𝐶𝐴𝐿𝑡 = sTro.

TransE. TransE [5] is a translation-based model inspired by

the Word2Vec algorithm [22]. It represents a relation as a trans-

lation operation on the entities and uses a scoring function that

measures the distance of the two entities with respect to the

1
https://docs.ampligraph.org

relation of the triple: 𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐸𝑡 = −𝑑 (s + r, o) where 𝑑 (𝑥,𝑦) can
be any distance measure, e.g., L1 or L2 norm.

DistMult. DistMult [37] can be seen as a more compact and

less expressive variant of RESCAL [28]. It adds a diagonality con-

straint on the relation matrix and can thus, model only symmetric

relations. Its scoring function is: 𝑓 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑡 = s𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(r)o.

HolE. Leveraging the idea of associative memory, HolE [27]

uses a circular correlation operation between the two entities’

vectors in its scoring function: 𝑓 𝐻𝑜𝑙𝐸𝑡 = r𝑇
𝑘
(e𝑖 ★ e𝑗 ) where

(e𝑖 ★ e𝑗 )𝑘 =
𝑙∑
𝑡=1

𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑗 ( (𝑘+𝑡−2𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑙 )+1) .

ComplEx. ComplEx [33] extends DistMult by using complex

numbers and the Hermitian dot product. Its scoring function

is: 𝑓
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝐼𝐸
𝑡 = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 (s𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(r)o) where 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 () is a function that

returns the real part of a complex number. ComplEx has been

proven to be equivalent to HolE.

Training. Using these embeddings, we can train a machine

learning model by optimizing a loss function min

Θ
L(Θ) depen-

dant on the embedding method. Among the various optimization

methods, the most widely-used ones include stochastic gradient

descent (SGD), Adagrad [14], and Adam [16]. In this paper, all

optimizations were done using Adam. Adam is one of the most

popular optimization methods as it is straightforward, compu-

tationally efficient, and has low memory requirements, among

many other advantages.

Testing. Typically, the performance of the embedding model

is evaluated on a test dataset. For each of the triples in the test

dataset, a list of corruption triples is generated: For a triple (𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑜),
we replace the 𝑜 entity in the triple with every other entity in the

dataset. The original triple is then ranked against its corruptions.

The performance is evaluated with the help of aggregate metrics

such as themean reciprocal rank (MRR), whichwe further explain

in Section 3.3.

2.2 Problem Definition

The goal of fact discovery is to find triples belonging to the

complement of the input KG having a high probability to be

true and, thus, it can be considered to be a fact. Having a high

probability can be defined in multiple different ways, e.g., setting

a probability threshold or getting triples that rank within the top

𝑘 of a ranked list. We formally define the problem as follows:

Definition 2.1. Given an incomplete KG G, find triples 𝑡 ∈ G′
belonging to the complement KG G′ having a probability 𝑃 (𝑡) >
𝑏 to be true based on a KGE model built from G, where 𝑏 is a

pre-defined probability threshold.

3 FACTS DISCOVERY

We detail on the fact discovery process, the different strategies we

use, and the evaluation procedure we followed. We then present

the metrics we used to conclude the different strategies.

3.1 Fact Discovery Process

We now provide a detailed explanation of the facts discovery

algorithm and the different sampling methods used. In general,

the algorithm works as follows. For each relation 𝑟 existing in a

given KG G, it generates new fact candidates (𝑠 , 𝑟 , 𝑜) by sampling
entities 𝑠 and 𝑜 existing in G. It then ranks the newly generated
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candidates using a KGEmodel against its corruptions. Candidates

ranking within the top 𝑛 and do not already belong to G are then

returned as facts.

Algorithm 1: Discover Facts

Input:𝑀 : a trained KGE model

𝐺 : KG data used to train the model M

𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛: max rank of candidates

𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 : max number of facts generated

per relation

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠: relations to discover facts for

𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦: sampling strategy of choice

Output: 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 : an array of discovered facts

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠: the ranks of all triples in 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠

1 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 ← [ ];
2 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 ← [ ];
3 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ← All unique relations in𝑀 ;

4 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ←
√
𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + 10

5 for 𝑟 in 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 do
6 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 ← [ ]
7 𝑠_𝑤,𝑜_𝑤 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 (𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦) ;

/* subject, object weights */

8 while len(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠) < 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 | | a
maximum of 5 iterations do

9 Select 𝑠_𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 of 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 with 𝑠_𝑤 as

sampling probability

10 Select 𝑜_𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 of 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 with 𝑜_𝑤 as

sampling probability

11 Generate triples using NumPy mesh grid of

𝑠_𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑜_𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

12 Filter out seen entities in 𝐺 out of generated

triples

13 Append generated triples to 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠

14 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 ← ranks of each triple in 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠

based on𝑀

15 Filter out triples from 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 with rank > 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛

and the corresponding ranks from 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠

16 Append 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 to 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠

17 Append 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 to 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠

18 return 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 , 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠

3.1.1 Discover Facts Algorithm. Algorithm 1 shows the pseu-

docode of the DiscoverFactsmethod. It receives as input a KGE

model𝑀 , the input KG 𝐺 used to build the model𝑀 , the hyper-

parameters 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 and𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 , and a sampling method.

Note that the algorithm is independent of the sampling method.

Algorithm 1 starts by first iterating over all relations in 𝐺

(line 5). For each relation 𝑟 , it assigns sampling weights to all sub-

ject and object entities according to the chosen sampling strategy

(line 7). It then samples subjects and objects for 𝑟 (lines 9&10).

Given that the algorithm creates a mesh grid using the sampled

entities (subjects or objects), the sample size is approximately

equal to the square root of the𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 (line 4). It then

generates a set of triples using a NumPymesh grid of the sampled

subject (𝑠_𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠) and object (𝑜_𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠) entities, and relation

𝑟 . The sampling probability is determined by the chosen strategy.

This generation phase is repeated until𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 facts are

generated or 5 iterations have passed, which is a default constant.

Although this could arguably be treated as another hyperparam-

eter, we did not explore it further and took the constant value

as is. Then, the algorithm filters out all the triples that model

𝑀 ranks lower than 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 (i.e., 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛) and stores the re-

maining triples and their ranks in 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 and 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 . The algorithm

terminates once we have iterated through every relation.

It is important to note that𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 limits the amount

of facts generated for each relation and 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 sets the maximum

rank of the generated triples per relation. Also, as the algorithm

iterates over each existing relation in the KG, the runtime scales

with the number of relations used in the KG.

The differentiation among different fact discovery strategies

comes from the sampling method used. We discuss the existing

sampling methods in the following.

3.1.2 Sampling methods. We explain the implementation of

the 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 () in the pseudocode and how the sam-

pling probabilities are defined by each of the strategies. The

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 () function first retrieves all unique entities on

the subject side and all unique entities on the object side and,

then, assigns weights to each one of them. These weights denote

the sampling probability of the entities. We consider six different

sampling strategies, namely: Uniform Random, Entity Fre-

qency, Graph Degree, Clustering Coefficient, Clustering

Triangles, and Clustering Sqares.

Uniform Random Sampling. This sampling strategy assigns

all the weights among the entities equally. That means every

entity on each side has an equal probability of being sampled.

The weights of each entity can be formulated as:

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡uniform_random (𝑥, 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) =
1

𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) (1)

where x is an entity on the 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 side of the triple with 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ∈
{𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡}. Note that the weights of an entity 𝑥 that exists

on both subject and object sides may not be equal.

Entity Freqency Sampling. This strategy sets the weight

of an entity by calculating its count relative to the total number

of entities present on the same side. Consequently, entities that

appear more frequently are assigned higher weights, increasing

their likelihood of being selected during the sampling process.

This can be formulated as:

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡entity_freqency (𝑥, 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) =
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒)
𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) (2)

where 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) is the count of entity𝑥 as 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ∈ {𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡}.
Similar to Uniform Random, the weights of an entity 𝑥 that ex-

ists on both sides may not be equal.

Graph Degree Sampling. This strategy uses the degree of

the nodes, which is normalized by the sum of all node degrees,

as weights. The weights can be formulated as:

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡graph_degree (𝑥) =
𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑥)∑
𝑣∈𝑉 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣)

(3)

where 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑥) denotes the sum of in- and out-degree of node 𝑥

and 𝑉 is the set of nodes in the graph. This strategy does not dif-

ferentiate between the entity sides, i.e., the sampling probability

of an entity 𝑥 that appears both as a subject and object is equal.

This method prioritizes popular nodes in the graph, i.e., nodes

with many connections to other nodes regardless of the direction

of connections.

Clustering Triangles Sampling. This sampling method

leverages the number of triangles that an entity participates in.
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It is defined as:

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡triangles (𝑥) =
𝑇 (𝑥)∑
𝑣∈𝑉 𝑇 (𝑣)

. (4)

where 𝑇 (𝑣) is the number of triangles that includes 𝑣 as a node

(local triangles count). 𝑇 (𝑣) is computed as:

𝑇 (𝑣) = | {𝑒𝑢𝑤 : 𝑢,𝑤 ∈ 𝑁𝑣, 𝑒𝑢𝑤 ∈ 𝐸} |
where 𝑢 and𝑤 are neighbour nodes of 𝑣 and 𝑒𝑢𝑤 represents an

edge between 𝑢 and𝑤 and 𝐸 is the set of all edges in the graph.

Note that triangles are computed as if the graph is homogeneous

and undirected. The more triangles an entity is part of the more

probability it has to be sampled. Local triangle counting forms

another measurement of node popularity.

Clustering Coefficient Sampling. This strategy assigns

weights based on the local clustering coefficient of a node. It is

defined as:

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡cluster_coefficient (𝑥) =
𝑐 (𝑥)∑
𝑣∈𝑉 𝑐 (𝑣)

(5)

where 𝑐 (·) is the local clustering coefficient defined as:

𝑐 (𝑣) = 2𝑇 (𝑣)
𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) (𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) − 1)

where 𝑇 (𝑣) is the local triangles count of node 𝑣 and 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) is
the degree of 𝑣 [36]. The clustering coefficient is a measure of

the density of nodes surrounding x. The higher the coefficient of

a node, the larger the probability that this node will be sampled.

Again, this sampling method assumes an undirected homoge-

neous graph.

Clustering Sqares Sampling. This method assigns weights

using the squares clustering coefficient 𝑐4 (¤). The weights are

defined as:

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡cluster_sqares (𝑥) =
𝑐4 (𝑥)∑
𝑣∈𝑉 𝑐4 (𝑣)

(6)

Unlike the clustering coefficient, the squares clustering coeffi-

cient calculates the fraction of possible squares (a cycle with 4

nodes) that goes through a node. The square clustering coefficient

is defined as [39]:

𝑐4 (𝑣) =
∑𝑘𝑣
𝑢=1

∑𝑘𝑣
𝑤=𝑢+1 𝑞𝑣 (𝑢,𝑤)∑𝑘𝑣

𝑢=1

∑𝑘𝑣
𝑤=𝑢+1 [𝑎𝑣 (𝑢,𝑤) + 𝑞𝑣 (𝑢,𝑤)]

where 𝑘𝑣 is the number of nodes adjacent to 𝑣 , 𝑞𝑣 (𝑢,𝑤) is the
number of common neighbours of 𝑢 and𝑤 excluding 𝑣 , and

𝑎𝑣 (𝑢,𝑤) = (𝑘𝑢−(1+𝑞𝑣 (𝑢,𝑤)+\𝑢𝑣))+ (𝑘𝑤−(1+𝑞𝑣 (𝑢,𝑤)+\𝑢𝑤))
is the number of non-existing squares around 𝑣 , where \𝑢𝑤 =

1 if 𝑢 and 𝑤 are connected, and 0 otherwise. Intuitively, the

squares clustering coefficient provides valuable insight into the

likelihood that two neighbors of a given node are connected

through a mutual neighbor, distinct from the given node itself.

This metric helps us understand the level of interconnectedness

within the local network structure and the potential for indirect

relationships between neighboring nodes.

3.2 Evaluation Process

Figure 1 illustrates the process we followed for our experimental

analysis. It consists of the following steps:

Dataset Selection. There is a wide variety of datasets for KGEs,

each with different amounts of entities, relations, and triples, as

well as distinct graph properties. During the dataset selection, we

consider these factors and strive to choose datasets with varying

sizes to test the scalability of the fact discovery algorithms. We

kept away from datasets with a common source to make the

results as general as possible and avoid bias towards a particular

dataset. Aside from the technical factors, we took into account

the popularity of a dataset, i.e., how often a certain dataset is

used by the research community as a benchmark. Choosing a

popular dataset would be more convenient as the community is

more accustomed to it, and comparisons to previous and future

works would also be more easier.

KGE Algorithm Selection. There is a multitude of KGE algo-

rithms each with their perks, some of which we have mentioned

in Section 2. We take into account their strengths, weaknesses,

and type of embeddingmethod (e.g., translation-based, geometric-

based, etc.) when choosing the methods for the experiments. We

strive to deliver a conclusion on the strategies pertaining to a

broad selection of embedding methods. Similar to the dataset

selection, we also considered the popularity of the embedding

methods within the research community.

Model Training. After the dataset and algorithm selection, we

conduct hyperparameter tuning on all possible combinations of

datasets and embedding algorithms to obtain the optimal em-

bedding models. Let 𝑚 and 𝑛 be the number of datasets and

embedding algorithms, respectively. We tune the parameters for

all𝑚 × 𝑛 embedding models. As evaluating embedding models

is not the focus of this paper, we do not pay particular attention

to the methodology of obtaining the optimal embedding models.

In this regard, we are open to hyperparameters used by prior

research as well as doing our own tuning, for instance through

grid search. We then use the trained embedding models with

optimal hyperparameters for the fact discovery algorithms.

Discover Facts. We use the fact discovery methods provided

by Ampligraph’s Discover Facts functionality
2
. This requires an

embedding model, the KG used to train the model, the relations

for which wewant to discover facts, a sampling strategy of choice,

and the hyperparameters 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 and 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 . It then

delivers an array of discovered facts and their ranks evaluated

by the standard evaluation protocol as per [5].

3.3 Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the different sampling methods for discovering new

facts we take the following steps. First, each method outputs a

set of discovered facts together with their ranks against their

corrupted triples. These ranks show the plausibility of the facts

and can thus be used for comparing the quality of the different

sampling method strategies. We thus leverage them to compute

the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of each produced set of facts.

MRR is also one of the most important metrics used to evaluate

the performance of an embedding model. The MRR formula is as

follows:

𝑀𝑅𝑅 =
1

|𝑄 |

|𝑄 |∑︁
𝑖=1

1

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖
(7)

where 𝑄 is a set of triples and 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖 is the rank of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ triple

against its corrupted triples. MRR is usually more favored as

compared to the simple mean rank as it is more robust to outliers.

Apart from measuring the quality of the generated facts, we

are also interested in the efficiency, i.e., how fast a strategy can

output a certain amount of such facts. We evaluate the efficiency

2
https://docs.ampligraph.org/en/2.0.0/generated/ampligraph.discovery.discover_

facts.html
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Figure 1: Experimental workflow.

of a strategy by dividing the amount of generated facts by the

total runtime of the algorithm, which is made up of fact discovery

(i.e., the sampling process) and fact evaluation (i.e., the filtering

of triples with a rank lower than 𝑛 in 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛). In contrast to the

runtime which simply intuits how the algorithm of the strategies

behaves, efficiency represents the throughput of the algorithm.

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We examined a variety of fact discovery methods and KGEs

within an adaptable and robust framework. Central to this frame-

work’s design is its inherent flexibility, which allows for the

seamless integration of diverse datasets and an array of scorer

models, notably for the computation of metrics such as Mean

Reciprocal Rank (MRR). The framework’s capability to pair each

dataset with a corresponding fact discovery strategy is crucial,

as it significantly influences the sampling probability of each

node in the phase of triple construction. The code underpin-

ning these experiments is publicly accessible on GitHub
3
, and

while it is currently optimized to augment the LibKGE library [9]

and its associated models, the architecture of our framework is

not constrained to this setup. We deliberately design it to allow

straightforward modifications in the source code, thereby en-

abling the integration of alternative scoring models beyond those

provided by LibKGE. This level of customization and adaptability

offers researchers and practitioners the flexibility to explore new

datasets, sampling strategies, and scoring models.

We seek to answer the following questions: (i) What is the fact

discovery throughput and runtime of each method? (ii) How does

the quality of the discovered facts differ for different algorithms?

(iii) How do different KGE models interact with the different

sampling methods? Does the use of different KGE models affect

the quality and throughput of each method? (iv) How do the

algorithms are affected by the different KG datasets?

Before describing the experimental setup and results of our

study in detail, we briefly summarize our key findings:

• Sampling methods based on node frequency or popularity

yielded positive results.

• All sampling methods tend to yield better results with dense

datasets, i.e., measured by the global clustering coefficient.

• Entity Freqency and Graph Degree performed well in

runtime and excelled in discovering high-ranked triples.

• Uniform Random and Clustering Coefficient performed

poorly in the quality of discovered facts.

• Clustering Triangles was the top performer in terms of

throughput, consistently yieldingmore facts than othermeth-

ods.

3
https://github.com/ramesesz/fact_discovery

• Clustering Sqares was very inefficient in runtime so

it could not be compared with the other methods for the

datasets we considered.

4.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we provide a detailed overview of the founda-

tional components underpinning our experimental design. Such

transparency is essential for ensuring the reproducibility and

robustness of our results. We initiate our discussion by outlin-

ing the specific hardware and software configurations employed,

offering insights into the computational environment that fa-

cilitated our research. Subsequently, we turn our attention to

the datasets we leveraged, elaborating on their origins and their

relevance to our study’s objectives.

4.1.1 Hardware and Software. Our experiments were carried

out on a robust hardware configuration, comprising an Intel(R)

Xeon(R) Gold 5115 CPU with 40 cores, an NVIDIA Tesla V100-

PCIE-16GB GPU, 188GB of RAM, and a 140GB SSD for storage,

all running on the Ubuntu 22.04 LTS operating system. We used

the open-source library LibKGE [9] to train our models. We chose

LibKGE for several reasons. First and foremost, LibKGE is incredi-

bly modular, allowing us to easily incorporate new elements (e.g.,

datasets) into the library. This is particularly important for our

study as we worked with a variety of data sources and needed

a library that could adapt to our needs. Furthermore, LibKGE

provides a yaml job-like definition of the experiments, which al-

lows for a simple and high degree of customization. This feature

made it easy to define and run experiments, helping to stream-

line the research process. Additionally, the library provides a

grid search syntax suitable for running multiple experiments

sequentially and testing parameters, which was important in

optimizing our models. Lastly, the library is actively maintained

and updated, which ensures that any bugs or issues encountered

will likely be addressed promptly. We adopted the fact discovery

strategies implemented in the Discovery API of Ampligraph
4
and

re-implemented them to suit LibKGE.

4.1.2 Datasets. For our evaluation, we used four diverse datasets
commonly used for the evaluation of knowledge graph embed-

dings: FB15K-237 [32],WN18RR [12], YAGO3-10 [20], and CoDEx-

L [30]. An overview of the metadata of the datasets can be found

in Table 1. For each dataset, the train, test, and validation splits

are available.

4
https://docs.ampligraph.org/en/1.4.0/ampligraph.discovery.html
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Table 1: Metadata of the datasets.

Dataset Training Validation Test Entities Relations

FB15K-237 272,115 17,535 20,429 14,541 237

WN18RR 86,835 3,034 3,134 40,943 11

YAGO3-10 1,079,040 5,000 5,000 123,182 37

CoDEx-L 550,800 30,600 30,600 77,951 69

FB15K-237. The FB15K dataset was first created by Bordes

et al. [5] as a smaller-sized experimental dataset based on Free-

base [4], which is a vast collaborative knowledge base captur-

ing diverse real-world entities and relationships, spanning top-

ics from biographical data of individuals to detailed informa-

tion about media, places, organizations, and more. Later on,

Toutanova and Chen [32] pointed out that the dataset contains

test leakage through inverse relations. This means that a large

number of test triples can be obtained by inverting triples in

the training set. For instance, the test set contains (𝑡, 𝑟−1, ℎ),
whereas the train set contains (ℎ, 𝑟, 𝑡), where 𝑟−1 denotes the

inverse relation of 𝑟 . Such occurrences are detrimental when

evaluating KGE models, as they are very easily deducted. To get

rid of this property, FB15K-237 [32] was created by removing

inverse triples.

WN18RR. WordNet
5
[23], is a lexical database containing

semantic relations between words in over 200 languages. Nouns,

verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into synsets, a group of

words expressing a unique concept. Phrases that express the same

or similar concepts are grouped into the same synset. Synsets

are connected to other synsets through edges that illustrate their

relationship, including but not limited to hyponyms, hypernyms,

troponyms, meronyms, and entailments. WN18 was first intro-

duced by Bordes et al. [5] by scraping 18 relations fromWordNet.

Similar to FB15K, WN18 was later found to contain an inverse

relation test leakage. Dettmers et al. [12] then created WN18RR,

a subset of WN18, to fix this issue.

YAGO3-10. YAGO3-10[20] is a subset of YAGO3[20] (which

itself is an extension of YAGO[31]), a dataset composed of the

WordNet dataset and data extracted from Wikipedia
6
. The 10

in YAGO3-10 refers to the fact that this dataset only contains

entities of YAGO3 that have a minimum of 10 different relations,

resulting in a denser dataset. YAGO3-10 contains roughly 1.1

million triples, describing attributes of people, organizations,

places, and other general information.

CoDEx-L. CoDEx [30] is a KG extracted from Wikipedia and

Wikidata [35] created as an improvement to KG completion

benchmarks both in scope and level of difficulty. The dataset

includes multilingual descriptions of entities and relations, as

well as tens of thousands of hard negative triples, which are plau-

sible but proven to be false. CoDEx comprises three KGs differing

in size and structure, namely CoDEx-S, CoDEx-M, and CoDEx-L

with 36k, 206k, and 612k triples, respectively. All CoDEx versions

have a 90:5:5 ratio for train, validation, and test triples, created

such that there are no unseen triples on the validation and test set,

and inverse relations have been removed to prevent test leakage.

We used CoDEx-L for our experiments.

5
https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

6
https://www.wikipedia.org/

4.2 Sampling Methods Comparison

We analyzed the results of our experiments and compared the

performance of the different strategies. In this aspect, we ob-

served the strategies from three different dimensions: runtime,

fact quality, and fact discovery efficiency (i.e., the amount of dis-

covered facts per time unit). Due to Clustering Coefficient

being extremely inefficient in our preliminary experiments, we

exclude the strategy in our comparative experiments. We detail

the reason in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Runtime. We define runtime as the total time it takes for

an execution of the discovery algorithm to terminate. As shown

in Figure 2, Uniform Random, Entity Freqency, and Graph

Degree had similar runtimes, as do Clustering Coefficient

and Clustering Triangles. This is particularly evident in the

datasets FB15K-237, YAGO3-10, and CoDEx-L (Figure 2a, c, and

d, where Clustering Coefficient and Clustering Triangles

took significantly longer to terminate than the other strategies.

Figure 2: Runtime of the discovery algorithm. The exper-

iments are grouped based on the strategies on the x-axis,

where Uniform Random, Entity Freqency, Graph De-

gree, Clustering Coefficient, and Clustering Trian-

gles are abbreviated, respectively from left to right.

The distinction between the two groups stemmed from their

complexity. Both the Clustering Coefficient and Clustering

Triangles calculate the number of triangles around each node

using 𝑇 (𝑣), which has a complexity of 𝑂 (𝑛3). This increased the

runtime of both strategies by a significant amount. In contrast,

Uniform Random assigns equal probability to all entities, and

Entity Freqency and Graph Degree retrieve their sampling

probabilities from graph properties which can be calculated in

linear time.

It is, however, noticeable that the distinction between the two

groups was somewhat blurred when dealing with the WN18RR

dataset in Figure 2(b). Furthermore, every single experiment on

WN18RR exhibited abnormally short runtimes, terminating in

under 10 minutes.

There are three main factors contributing to this phenomenon,

the first being the high sparsity of the dataset. Figure 3 shows that

WN18RR nodes have considerably lower clustering coefficients

(i.e., the average of the clustering coefficient of the nodes) than

in other datasets, indicating a higher sparsity. The dataset also

only has around 90k triples despite having over 40k entities. As

each triple has two entities, it can be inferred that entities of

WN18RR have an average of 4.5 relations. This is a significantly

lower count than the other three datasets.
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(a) FB15K-237 (b) WN18RR

(c) YAGO3-10 (d) CoDEx-L

Figure 3: The distribution of the clustering coefficients

of all nodes across the datasets. The red line displays the

average clustering coefficient value of all nodes within the

dataset.

Figure 4:MRRof the discovery algorithm. The experiments

are grouped based on the strategies on the x-axis, where

Uniform Random, Entity Freqency, Graph Degree,

Clustering Coefficient, and Clustering Triangles

are abbreviated, respectively from left to right.

Secondly, triangles-based algorithms such as the Cluster-

ing Coefficient and Clustering Triangles in conjunction

with the sparsity of WN18RR demonstrate the effect of fixed-

parameter tractability [13], leading to a substantial reduction

in runtime duration. The third reason for which the WN18RR

dataset showed very short runtimes is the fact that the discov-

ery algorithm iterates over all relations. WN18RR consists of

only 11 different relations. While this leads to fewer triples being

discovered, the runtime in turn becomes very short.

Contrary to the strategies employed, the choice of the KGE

model has a negligible influence on the runtime of the discov-

ery algorithm. The margin in runtime across different models is

minimal, suggesting that the models have little to no substantial

impact on runtime.

4.2.2 Quality. This section describes the quality of the exper-

iments concerning the 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 parameter, which sets the quality

threshold for the discovered facts. To reiterate, the 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 pa-

rameter filters out triples that ranked lower than 𝑛 against its

corruptions. In the following experiments, we set 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 = 500.

This sets a theoretical MRR threshold of 0.002 in the case where

all discovered facts are exactly ranked 500.

Our baseline strategy, Uniform Random, performed relatively

poorly, being one of the bottom two strategies alongside Clus-

tering Coefficient. Uniform Random assigns equal sampling

probability to all nodes. This means that a ‘bad’ node has an equal

chance of being chosen as a ‘good’ node. A good node refers to

one that appears frequently in a KG, and a bad node the opposite.

When building triples, choosing a frequent node tends to result

in a high-scoring triple. In the case of KGs, bad entities vastly

outnumber the good ones, explaining why Uniform Random

delivered subpar triple quality.

Entity Freqency outperformed Uniform Random for al-

most every single model. This strategy assigns a higher sampling

probability to nodes that frequently appear, which more often

than not correlate to good nodes. Entity Freqency performed

outstandingly in FB15K-237 and showed especially high affinity

with ConvE, which is most apparent in Figure 6a, b, and d, out-

performing the other models within the same strategy group in

terms of quality.

We discovered that Entity Freqency performed exception-

ally, however abnormally well when paired with ConvE. While

this might simply mean that the ranking distribution of the facts

leanedmore towards high ranks, we hypothesized popularity bias

to play a role in exaggerating the results. Popularity bias refers to

a phenomenon where the score of triples containing popular en-

tities and relations is amplified way more than necessary. While

these deliver better results, popularity bias is undesirable as it

indicates that the model fails to capture the real-world semantics

within the KG.

In terms of quality, Entity Freqency outperformed its al-

gorithmically similar counterpart, Graph Degree, in Figure 4a,

while performing similarly well in the other datasets. This sig-

nifies that keeping the sampling weights of the head and tail

sides separate tends to result positively in small and medium-

sized datasets similar to FB15K-237. Despite that, Graph Degree

showed more stable results concerning the disparity within the

same strategy group, indicating a more evenly spread distribution

of the fact quality.

Clustering Triangles uses a more complex popularity met-

ric as compared to the ’naive‘ Entity Freqency and Graph

Degree. Clustering Triangles especially excelled in the dense

FB15K-237 (Figure 4(a)), while also showing consistent above-

average performance in the other datasets. Following the same

line of thought in the previous paragraph, Clustering Trian-

gles showed itself to be more stable than Graph Degree. This

also suggested that themore complex popularitymetric employed

by Clustering Triangles is more robust towards popularity

bias than the more naive Entity Freqency and Graph Degree.

It is also noteworthy that Clustering Triangles outperformed

its triangle algorithm-based counterpart, Clustering Coeffi-

cient, by a wide margin.

In the case of Clustering Triangles, the triangle value of

a node, and by extension its sampling probability, correlates

to the popularity or frequency of said node. In contrast, the

Clustering Coefficient strategy could potentially penalize

popular nodes. For example, in a star graph embedded within

a KG, the central node is highly popular (measured by node

degree) but has a clustering coefficient of 0. Due to the nature
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(a) Triangle values

(b) Clustering coefficients.

Figure 5: The distribution of the clustering coefficients of

all nodes across the datasets. The x-axis shows the index

of the nodes within the dataset.

Figure 6: Efficiency of the discovery algorithm. The exper-

iments are grouped based on the strategies on the x-axis,

where Uniform Random, Entity Freqency, Graph De-

gree, Clustering Coefficient, and Clustering Trian-

gles are abbreviated, respectively from left to right.

of the Clustering Coefficient strategy, there is little to no

correlation between the popular nodes and sampling probability.

This resulted in the quality of the triples averaging in the lower

end of the spectrum, occasionally even lower than Uniform

Random. Figure 5 shows the clustering coefficient and triangle

values of all nodes in FB15K-237. By observing the same index

of the x-axis, we can compare the triangle value of a node in

Figure 5a with its clustering coefficient in Figure 5b. At large, the

clustering coefficient of a node tends to fluctuate regardless of its

triangle value. This lack of correlation between these two values

reinforces our prior argument.

4.2.3 Efficiency. This subsection elaborates on the discovery

output of the experiments we conducted, termed efficiency. Note
that the efficiency of an experiment is not unrelated to its fact

quality, as the fact discovery algorithm only allows fact candi-

dates ranking among the top 𝑛 (in our experiments 𝑛 = 500),

meaning a certain level of quality is required for a fact candidate

to be outputted as a fact.

Reflecting the results on the fact quality, Uniform Random

and Clustering Coefficient were the two bottom performers

concerning discovery efficiency.

In a similar trend to the Section 4.2.2, Entity Freqency

outperformed the baseline Uniform Random. However, contrary

to Figure 4, we did not observe the stark difference displayed

by the Entity Freqency and ConvE pair in Figure 6. This

suggested that Entity Freqency and ConvE resulted mostly

in facts in the higher end of the spectrum with regards to 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛,

however in lower quantities. As opposed to this observation,

Entity Freqency and Graph Degree with ComplEx showed

similarly good performance both in Figure 4(c) and Figure 6(c).

This indicates that the Graph Degree-ComplEx combination

yielded high fact quality while also maintaining similarly high

throughput.

Overall, Graph Degree exhibited similar efficiency to Entity

Freqency, having a slightly better output in Figure 6(b) and

(c), while the latter has a slight advantage over the former in

Figure 6(a). Amongst all configurations, Clustering Triangles

delivered the most facts per hour on average. Despite performing

rather mediocrely in Figure 4, Clustering Triangles showed

strong efficiency, especially in Figure 6(a) and (b).

Size and sparsity were two traits that heavily affect efficiency.

We discovered that the density of a KG needs to scale together

with its size in order to deliver good efficiency. The smallWN18RR

had a clustering coefficient average of 0.059 (Figure 3b) but

showed exceptional efficiency. On the other hand, YAGO3-10

showed much lower efficiency despite having a higher density

(Figure 3(d)). Although its entities have a minimum of 10 differ-

ent relations, YAGO3-10 (Figure 6 (d)) showed the lowest effi-

ciency amongst the datasets due to its massive scale. The best-

performing model of YAGO3-10 delivered only 600 facts/hour,

a low number compared to the average efficiency of the other

datasets. In the contrary, the small WN18RR had a relatively

higher efficiency despite having fewer relations per node.

Sparsity is a classical problem of KGs which tends to get worse

the larger the graph. The more entities a KG contains, the more

likely the chance that we sample long-tail entities that are infre-

quent and score poorly.

4.2.4 Summary of Findings. Based on our experiments using

the Discovery algorithm, we have uncovered the following. The

runtime of fact discovery highly depends on the number of re-

lations a dataset contains and its sparsity. Fewer relations and

a sparser dataset yielded a shorter runtime. As for the strate-

gies, Clustering Coefficient and Clustering Triangles took

longer to terminate due to their complexity.

Clustering Triangles and Entity Freqency are top per-

formers with respect to fact quality. However when opting for

consistency across different models, Graph Degree and Clus-

tering Triangles are the most suitable options. We discovered

that it is imperative that a strategy assigns a probability to a node

that correlates with how frequently it appears in the dataset. Met-

rics or strategies that exhibit a strong positive correlation with

the frequency or popularity of a node tend to produce favorable
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Figure 7: The runtime of the fact discovery algorithm on

FB15K-237 with TransE. The different lines represent dif-

ferent 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 values.

outcomes, benefiting both the quality of facts and the efficiency

of discovery. Notably, this correlation holds true for metrics such

as Entity Freqency, Graph Degree, and Clustering Trian-

gles. However, it is less evident in the case of Uniform Random

and Clustering Coefficient, as their sampling probabilities do

not align well with the popularity of nodes in the network.

4.3 Hyperparameter Analysis and Tuning

In this section, we elaborate on the tuning process of the param-

eters 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 and𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 , demonstrate their effect, and

argue on the value we used for our experimentation in Section 4.2.

Recall that𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 determines the maximum number

of fact candidates that the discovery algorithm can generate and

𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 sets the quality threshold, i.e., a fact candidate needs to

rank higher than 𝑛 against its corruption to be considered as a

fact and thus be outputted by the algorithm.

Each execution of Discover Facts is very time-consuming. Pre-

liminary experimentation of all strategies on FB15K-237 with

TransE took 2-3 hours on average, excluding the strategy Clus-

tering Sqares. Clustering Sqares took close to 54 hours

while only discovering a meager 5268 facts, translating to 98 facts

per hour. Due to being severely inefficient, we decided to exclude

this strategy from our experiments.

4.3.1 Hyperparameter Analysis. The scope of experiments in

this paper covers the combination of four datasets, five embed-

dings, and five strategies, resulting in a total of 100 experimental

configurations. As analyzing the entirety of the configurations in-

dividually would be exceedingly time-consuming, we conducted

hyperparameter analysis on two configurations: using the dataset

FB15K-237 on TransE using the baseline Uniform Random and

Clustering Triangles, which showed a promising amount of

triple output in our preliminary experiments. To uncover how

the𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 and 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 parameters affect the discovery

algorithm, we conducted a grid search on𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 , ex-

ploring the values {50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 700} and examined

the values {100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 700} for the parameter 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛.

We mainly observed the following metrics during the grid search:

The runtime of the algorithm, the number of discovered facts,

the quality of the discovered facts, and the discovery efficiency.

Figure 8: The quality of the fact discovery algorithm

on FB15K-237 with TransE on the Clustering Trian-

gles strategy. (a) Development of MRR with varying

𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 values and 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 = 500. (b) Development of

MRR with varying 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 values and𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 = 500.

Based on the runtime data collected, 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 had practically

no visible impact on the runtime of the algorithm, as visualized

by the overlapping line graphs in Figure 7. On the other hand,

𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 showed a linear increase in runtime as the value

increases. As can be seen from its role in the algorithm (Algorithm

1), 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 simply acts as a filter on a list of triples. Increasing its

value did not change the runtime in any way, as it is required to

iterate through all triples to apply the filter regardless of its value.

In contrast,𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 defines the amount of triple candi-

dates being generated by the algorithm, increasing the amount of

triples that have to be evaluated. A higher𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 value

increased the evaluation time, and by extension also the runtime

of the discovery algorithm. With respect to quality, Figure 8 re-

vealed that increasing the 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 value reduced the MRR of the

discovered facts, whereas𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 showed a stable MRR

within a certain range as its value increased.

To summarize, increasing𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 resulted in more

facts being discovered without compromising the quality of the

facts, however at the cost of a longer runtime. While increasing

𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 yielded more facts without increasing runtime, it is impor-

tant to note that the general quality of the facts deteriorated as

the parameter value increased.

4.3.2 Hyperparameter Tuning. The experiments conducted

for the hyperparameter analysis also served to be a basis for

hyperparameter tuning. We analyzed the data, mainly with re-

spect to efficiency, to choose the most ideal values of 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 and

𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 to be used in the experimental evaluation of the

sampling strategies.

We first attempted to fix the 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 value. As shown in Figure

9a, the development of efficiency with Clustering Triangles

starts to plateau after 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 reaches 200, whereas the efficiency

increases more steeply after the same value in Figure 9b. While

it might be in our favor to take this elbow point as the fixed

parameter value, setting 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 = 200 generated too few triples

in our subsequent experiments, which could potentially lead to

higher variance within the results. We settled with 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 = 500

to ensure that the amount of facts discovered can capture the

essence of the experimental configuration.

We then set the 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 value as a pivot and observed how

𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 affected efficiency. The results are shown in Fig-

ure 10. The efficiency increase starts to level at 500 for Cluster-

ing Triangles and is rather unpredictable for Uniform Random.

At this junction, we leaned towards Figure 10a, as we considered
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Figure 9: The impact of 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 to discovery efficiency. The

different lines represent varying𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 values.

Figure 10: The impact of𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 to discovery effi-

ciency, 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛 = 500.

the fundamental randomness of Uniform Random to be less reli-

able when deciding the parameter values. Therefore, we decided

on 500 for the𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 value.

5 RELATEDWORK

In recent years, research on KGs is increasingly gaining support

due to their versatility in solving real-world problems in various

industries. Although there is vast literature on KGEs, there is a

pitifully low amount of research regarding fact discovery, and

this subtask of KG completion remains relatively unexplored. We

review the most important works on both areas in the following.

5.1 Fact Discovery

The only work that focused on fact discovery is CHAI [6], which

defines KG completion as a workflow consisting of three subtasks:

Candidate generation, candidate filtering, and fact-checking, with

them connected in a linear, iterative workflow. The workflow

begins with candidate generation, what we call fact discovery in

this paper. This step is an exhaustive one, i.e., the entire miss-

ing set of edges in a KG (the complement of the KG) has to be

generated.

Candidate generation is followed by candidate filtering, which

is the focus of Borrego et al. in [6]. Borrego et al. proposed a

rule-based filtering tool to remove unreasonable triples (e.g., a

person being a child of an object). After the filtering process,

the remaining triples are passed to a fact-checking model. The

authors suggest Ontological Graph Fact-checking (OGCF) [19],

a rule-based model which distinguishes the truthfulness of a

triple. Another notable alternative is SciCheck [8], a neural-based

classification model that accomplishes the same task as OGCF.

When observed as individual KG completion tasks, CHAI takes

arguably considerably less time than most fact-checking models

as no trained models are required. However, CHAI lacks the ca-

pability to capture the ontology of a KG, which can be addressed

through the intervention of KGE techniques. Also, CHAI as pre-

sented in [7] assumes the entire missing set as input, which may

pose challenges when dealing with large KGs.

The fact discovery method discussed in this paper combines

fact-checking with intelligent candidate generation. In contrast

to the exhaustive method, we evaluated sampling strategies to

generate candidates in a more efficient way. Furthermore, by

using a trained KGE model to filter the discovered facts, we

ensure that the remaining facts represent the ontology of the KG.

In conclusion, the rule-based filtering method CHAI [7] would

potentially be a good complement to the discussed fact discovery.

5.2 Link Prediction

The field of link prediction in knowledge graphs has seen a con-

siderable shift towards diverse application areas, highlighting the

adaptability and significance of this research in various domains.

Recent studies reflect a broad spectrum of applications, ranging

from social networks to predicting interactions between proteins

[11, 18, 21].

A prominent area of application is in social networks, as ex-

plored in several studies [11, 18]. This research highlights the

complexity of social structures and interactions that link predic-

tion models must navigate. In these networks, predicting links

goes beyond mere data analysis; it requires an understanding of

social dynamics, user behavior, and community structures. The

ability to accurately forecast social connections has profound

implications for areas such as social media analytics, recommen-

dation systems, and targeted advertising.

Another critical application is in scientific research domains,

such as bioinformatics, where predicting interactions between

proteins or genes can lead to significant breakthroughs [21]. In

such contexts, the accuracy and efficiency of link prediction

models are paramount, as they directly influence the potential for

scientific discovery and innovation. Furthermore, link prediction

techniques are increasingly being employed in more diverse and

complex scenarios, including e-commerce, cybersecurity, and

network analysis [18].

These varied application domains underscore the evolving

nature of link prediction research. While initial studies focused

on developing foundational models [5, 33, 38], current research

is increasingly application-driven, seeking to address the specific

needs and challenges of different domains. This shift towards

application-specific research underlines the growing importance

and impact of link prediction in a wide array of fields, extending

far beyond its traditional boundaries. Manyworks experimentally

evaluate different KGE models [1, 2, 17, 29] in various settings.

6 LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE

DIRECTIONS

During the implementation, evaluation, and analysis of the sev-

eral sampling methods for fact discovery, we have made several

observations that we believe are important for advancing this

research area. We discuss them in the following:
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• Fact discovery focuses on dense areas of KGs. The metrics used in

the sampling methods we analyzed, such as entity frequency,

clustering coefficient, and graph degree, measure somehow

the density of the graph. Thus, all but the Uniform Random

sampling methods extract facts from the densely-populated

areas of a KG, i.e., entities that are highly popular with many

connections to other entities. Oddly, this leads to leaving out

long-tail entities where the need for discovering new facts is

higher. This is an issue that has also been discussed for KGEs

themselves [24], where popularity-aware metrics have been

proposed for the evaluation of KGEs.

• KGE models are assumed to be accurate. In our current setting,

the discovery algorithmfilters out all triples that are ranked low

by the corresponding KGE model (see line 15 in Algorithm 1).

Although the threshold, 𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑛, used for filtering out is user-

specified, it still implicitly assumes that the KGE model is

correct in accurate in determining whether a triple is true or

false and thus, ranking the triples. This, however, is far from

reality. Typically current KGE models contain a large error:

if we observe their MRR or Hits@k values that are a bit over

50% [17].

• No evaluation protocols. Currently, there are no protocols for
how the evaluation of fact discovery methods can be done.

Following the standard training/validation/testing split proto-

col used for KGE models does not work for two main reasons.

First, the fact discovery process is not exhaustive as we cannot

extract all possible plausible facts which is computationally

expensive. Second, the fact that a triple does not exist in the

test dataset does not necessarily mean that it cannot be true.

Based on our above observations there are three future di-

rections that the research community should focus on. One is

the development of new fact discovery methods and sampling

strategies that explore the sparse areas of KGs. This resembles

the exploration vs. exploitation dilemma always encountered

in recommendation systems. In the current KGE and sampling

methods, the exploration part is undermined. Second, there is a

need for devising different pruning mechanisms for faster iterat-

ing through the exhaustive list of generated candidates. A first

attempt towards this direction has been done in [6] where the

authors devise rules for pruning ‘illogical’ triples. Last but not

least, new evaluation protocols and metrics need to be devised

for the fact discovery problem. Ideas can be drawn from the de-

ductive reasoning world which focuses on inferring new triples

based on a set of entailment rules.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluated sampling strategies for the prob-

lem of fact discovery from KGEs, i.e., extracting missing facts

from an incomplete KG based on a given KGE model. Our ex-

periments covered the datasets FB15K-237, WN18RR, YAGO3-10,

and CoDEx-L, as well as the KG embeddings ComplEx, ConvE,

DistMult, RESCAL, and TransE. We implemented the fact dis-

covery algorithm using the Discover Facts API of AmpliGraph

and investigated the performance of the algorithm on differ-

ent configurations, hyperparameter values, and strategies. Our

experiments showed that sampling strategies that assign proba-

bilities correlating to a node’s frequency or popularity yielded

more positive results. Uniform Random and Clustering Co-

efficient underperformed and thus are less suitable choices

to discover facts. Entity Freqency and Graph Degree are

strong options, performing well across the board and excelling

in discovering high-ranked triples. While slightly worse with

fact quality, Clustering Triangles was the top performer with

respect to discovery output, consistently yielding more facts than

the other strategies. There are still many open problems for the

fact discovery problem. We believe this paper to encourage more

researcher to further explore this direction.
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